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Economical single direction vibratory plates
Optional: Water / Wheel / Mat Kit available

Economical single direction vibratory plates
Optional: Water / Wheel / Mat Kit available

Hard hitting single direction vibratory plates
Optional: Water / Wheel / Mat Kit available

Small reversible vibratory plate, Integral 
wheel kit and Honda GX160 Engine

Small reversible vibratory plate, with diesel 
Yanmar L70 engine, Integral wheel kit

Mid-sized reversible vibratory plates
Heavy duty mechanical shifting mechanism

Available with Petrol / Diesel engine

Padded drum wheel attachment producing 
10,000 lbs (4536 kg) of centrifugal force

Available as; Vibratory wheel or Static wheel

Flat top quick attachment 
Attaches to excavators to create 
uniform compaction results

Compaction attachments for 
skid-steer loaders

Highly productive percussion rammer
Suitable for compaction in conned areas

Available with a choice of Honda or Robin engines

Highly productive percussion rammer
Suitable for compaction in conned areas

Highly productive percussion rammer
Suitable for compaction in conned areas
Available with GX100 / GX120 engine
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* *

Speciality nishing power trowel, perfect for 
edging in the tightest spaces. Available in 

24” or 30”. (24” available in Electric)

Aluminium hand tamps are available in 
lengths up to 8m. A simple and economical 

solution to manually tamping 
freshly laid concrete. 

*Available with short or long handles

Petrol driven, walk-behind screed and 
levelling device to create a smooth 

aggregate free nish on concrete (13kg)
*Available blade lengths ranging from 

8ft (2.4m) to 16ft (4.9m)

Extra rigid, double triangular, magnesium 
walk-behind concrete screed (13kg) 
Petrol driven with a Honda engine
Hand/arm vibration is 50 to 90% 
lower than competitive screeds

*Available beam lengths up to 20ft (6.1m)

State-of-the art Vibratory Truss screed
The Blitzscreed is available in engine driven 
or pneumatic models with hand or hydraulic 

winch options (mechanical only)
*Available in section lengths of:

8ft (2.5m) , 4ft (1.3m) and 2ft (0.7m)

Barrel Mounted Sprayers mix and spray 
water based curing and sealing 

compounds for concrete applications
  

The MBW Paver slip forms curb, curb & 
gutter and similar proles with a level of 
quality that rivals larger pavers. Purchase 
cost is a fraction of large pavers and the 

maintenance is low  

Walk-behind professional series 
power trowels. Available in high speed

3 Sizes and 5 distinctly different models

High performance oating and nishing 
machines with easy blade change

An extensive range of high quality and long 
lasting pans and blades, suitable for all of 

MBW’s power trowels and most other makes
Large quantity of stock available

 

*Available with Hydraulic steering

*Available with Hydraulic steering

Economical pedestrian walk-behind wizard 
trowel available with folding handle

 (36” available in Electric)
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Portable high frequency concrete vibrator 
with electronic converter. Very high 

powered concrete vibrator to optimise the 
performance of the poker 

*Poker head available in sizes 35, 50 and 
60mm, with a 5/7m exible shaft

For applications such as slabs, 
footings, stairways and footpaths, the PDU 
provides the solution to vibrating your 

concrete with an easy to use portable unit 
Complete with 50mm poker head

and 6m exible shaft 
Other options available upon request Other options available upon request 

Lower maintenance & longer life, 
Heavy duty Forced action paddle mixers
Available with a Honda or Yanmar Engine

*MM120 Available with 
optional hydraulic drive

Universal, single-phase, 
portable electric vibrator 

*Poker head available in sizes: 
25/38/48 & 58mm

*Complete with 3m exible shaft
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The lightweight Porta-Vibe concrete 
poker provides the solution to vibrating your 
concrete with an easy to use portable unit

*Complete with 44mm Poker head

Created to achieve an excellent surface 
nish. All units supplied with pitch adjusting 

knucklehead and 3 x 2m poles 
Available in sizes: 24”(600mm) 48”(1200mm) 

60”(1500mm) 72”(1800mm)

Created to further atten the concrete 
and improve any imperfections

All units supplied with pitch adjusting 
knucklehead and 3 x 2m poles

Available in sizes: 36”(900mm) 48”(1200mm) 
60”(1500mm)

Complete with brackets and a choice of 
broom (medium, coarse & steel wire)

All units are supplied with pitch adjusting 
knucklehead and 3 x 2m poles 

Available in sizes: 36”(900mm) 48”(1200mm) 
60”(1500mm)

The length and depth of the 
channel radius oat make it perfect for 
going over concrete after screeding

The channel radius has a rounded end for 
oating and a sharp back edge for cutting
*Available up to 120” / 10FT / 3050mm

- Placers available in steel or 
aluminium and are 20” in width (508mm)

- Aluminium Rakes complete 
with wooden poles

- Lightweight Spazzles weighing around 1kg
- Footing spazzles 12”(305mm) 

complete with comfy grip handle perfect for complete with comfy grip handle perfect for 
all footings and foundations

These Mixers are designed to mix 
a full barrow load of concrete or mortar, 

they’re robust and feature an extra 
thick drum with quick mix paddles and a 

heavy-duty sealed cast 
gearbox for longer life

*Available with various engines or motors*Available with various engines or motors

The Backpack poker consists of a 
portable vibrator, powered by a petrol motor 

which is mounted in a metal frame
*Availble with 48mm poker head 
and a 2m or 3m exible shaft


